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ABSTRACT

It’s an attribute that would lead him to becoming a self-taught expert in the
fields of digital technology and communications.
Following his studies and early career, Marco quickly gained an appreciation
for the art of communicating complex digital concepts to mainstream
audiences. In 2022, Marco was best known for his role on one of Italy’s most
popular shows called Striscia la Notizia, where he hosted a digital and tech
segment. Passionate about learning and sharing his expertise, Marco also
authored many books and was a guest lecturer at several universities. A
common thread weaving all his experiences together was a desire to help
people with their daily digital and tech queries. At the beginning of 2022, Marco
was thinking about his resolutions and ventures for the coming year, and
several questions came to mind that required answers.

This case is for educational purposes and is not intended to illustrate either
effective or ineffective management of an organisational situation. The situations
and circumstances described may have been dramatised or modified for
instructional purposes and may not accurately reflect actual events.
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